Absender:

To the crew of Alitalia Flight AZ 0441
from Munich to Milano
on Tuesday, 15.01.2008

Stop the deportation of Richard Dickson to Nigeria !
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am strongly concerned about the imminent deportation of Richard Dickson with flight AZ 0441,
Alitalia, from airport Munich on 15.01.2008 at 11:50 with the destination Milano. This deportation
will take place against the explicit will of the affected person. Mr. Dickson formerly anounced, that
in case of his deportation he will resist in any ways possible.
He anounced to resist physically against his deportation and will draw the passengers attention on
his situation by shouting and verbal protest. This means, that the security of the flight and the
passengers could not be fully guaranteed. Besides the danger for other airline passengers, this could
mean a serious threat to Richard Dickson himself.
As you surely know, people were injured or even died through similar attempts of deportation.
Mr. Dickson denies being a Nigerian citizen. The deportation, basing on pure suppositions, shall
take place although even the Nigerian athorities have no convincing evidence for his origin.
Please be aware of the fact, that Your airline will be in charge to transport Richard Dickson back to
Germany, if due to his resistance or for any other reason, his flight from Milano to Lagos in Nigeria
is cancelled.
I ask You to cancel the flight for Richard Dickson immediatly !
You are not obliged to transport a person who is forced to travel with Your airline !
The captain has the last decision on the transportation of a person.
He is the authority on board and carries the whole responsibility for the safety of all passengers !
Please get in contact with Mr. Dickson and confirm Yourselves once again, that he is not willing to
travel and will not accept his deportation, even if he is faced with physical force !
Please do not participate in deporting Richard Dickson to a country which is, according to his
statements, not his home country.
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